
To Those Who Seek Truth: 
 
Truth is said to just ...be. It can't be created or changed, … it just is. 
 
Unless of course the human mind and emotions get involved! And then, we seem to fight Truth tooth and 
nail because many of us have invested so much time and personal pride to pick up what we know today. 
 
This is why it was so refreshing for me to see science take another step closer to what Theosophy and the 
Ancient Wisdom has taught for millennia. I am referring to "The Brain's Dark Energy" Scientific American 
Magazine, March 2010 by Marcus E. Raichle. For some more information click on this link    
http://nargaque.wordpress.com/2010/03/15/the_brains_dark_energy/%20 or copy and paste it into your 
browser. 

   Here is a small quote from that article: 
  
“A large fraction of the over-all activity – from 60 to 80 percent of all energy 
used by the brain – occurs in circuits unrelated to any external event. With a 
nod to our astronomer colleagues, our group came to call this intrinsic activity 
the brain's dark energy, a reference to the unseen energy that also represents 
the mass of most of the universe.” 

 
To those of you who might shy away from these weird terms above; use "how we function on the 
emotional and mental plane". 
 

For many years now, Dr . Douglas M. Baker has tried to convince the public and scientist alike, that 
Astral Matter and Mental Energy is Dark Matter and Dark Energy respectively! His extensive 
esoteric writings are said to be the largest collection in the world produced by a living author. He has 
written over 100 books, many of which have been translated into the 7 European languages. 
 
Why am I writing you today? Because I believe you are interested in how you, and the people you know, as 
well as the people you teach or heal, actually function. 
 
Dr. Baker released several audio lectures on this topic during the 2010 Summer Seminars. These are now 
available at this website (www.douglasbaker.org ) Some of  the lectures dealing with the above subject are: 
 
Tomorrow the Universe - Part 1 & 2, Stock # 4255S 
Magnificent Obsession - Part 1 & 2, Stock # 4025S and 4026S 
The Human Aura - Some New Ideas, Stock # 4346S 
Dark Energy & Psychosynthesis - Part 1 & 2, Stock # 4013S & 4014S  
Others: Quantum Physics, Stock # 4250S 
Quantum Worlds, Beyond the Atom, Stock #  4251S 
 
With Light 
 
Dieter 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 


